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WCBA NOMINATES SLATE OF OFFICERS
FOR 2020-21

T

he executive board of Washoe County Bar, acting as the nominating committee, proposed the following slate of officers
for 2020-21. The Bar's bylaws call for notice of the nominations and election of officers at the June annual meeting, but
due to COVID-19, the election was held online using Electionrunner.

WCBA would like to thank outgoing
President Holly Parker who has served
on the board since 2014. Holly's focus
on attorney wellness during her year
as president, was much appreciated
during these difficult times.

Vice-President, Chandeni Sendall,
who has served on the board since
2015, automatically succeeds as
President. Chandeni is with the
Reno City Attorney's Office in the
Civil Division.

NOMINATIONS
Secretary, Jacey Prupas, for vice
president. Jacey has served on the board
since 2016, and is a partner with Snell &
Wilmer in Reno.

Sergeant-at-arms, Ryan Leary for
Secretary. Ryan has served on the
board since 2017, and is a partner
with Laxalt & Nomura in Reno.

Jenna Garcia for Sergeant-at-Arms.
Jenna is with the Alternate Public
Defender's Office in Reno.

Social Chair, Therese Shanks, for
Treasurer. Therese joined the board
in 2019, and is an associate with
Robison, Sharp, Sullivan & Brust in
Reno.
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Random Thoughts
Holly Parker
President

T

his is my final article and in
June my term as President of
the WCBA will come to an
end. I have enjoyed immensely my time
serving on the Board. When I started
as the Social Chair six years ago, I was
craving some involvement in the legal
community outside the four walls of my
office. As my term concludes, I look back
and feel such gratitude to the WCBA
and all its members for the opportunity
to connect with the legal community, to
serve with amazing lawyers on the Board,
to get to know so many wonderful
people in our community, to collaborate
with the State Bar of Nevada, and to
(hopefully) give back a little.
First and foremost, I want to thank
our Executive Director, Gina MacLellan,
for her tireless commitment to the
WCBA. She keeps everything organized
and makes the Board’s job easy. I think
it must be difficult to work with and
navigate an ever-changing group of
officers who are all lawyers. Gina does
this gracefully and effortlessly.
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I would also like to thank the
Board members who served with me
this year, including Chandeni Sendall,
Jacey Prupas, John Moore, Ryan Leary,
and Therese Shanks. It was a privilege
to work with such a collaborative and
cooperative Board. I truly felt like I was
part of a team united by the single goal
of improving the legal community. All
of the Board members share a great sense
of humor, and I am proud to call them
my friends.
Your incoming President is Chandeni
Sendall. She is a magician at balancing
family, community involvement, and
work as a litigator. She is capable and
smart and the WCBA is in great hands.
Jacey Prupas is on the slate of officers
as your incoming Vice President. She is
tough, smart, focused, and it has been a
privilege getting to know her. She also
has such great hair!
John Moore would have been
included on the slate of officers as the
incoming Secretary of the WCBA. John
made many contributions to the WCBA
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before he recently decided to move to
Hawaii. He will be missed, but we are
so happy for John and his family.
Ryan Leary is now on the slate of
officers as the incoming Secretary. I
know Ryan very well, and what I have to
say about him is simple. You will never
meet someone with more integrity, who
works harder, or who is more reliable.
Therese Shanks was our Social Chair
this year and she will be included on the
slate of officers as the incoming Treasurer.
Therese is creative and has great ideas
that will no doubt expand the benefits
the WCBA offers the legal community
and the public in the coming years. She
is also kind and hilarious.
Finally, I would like to thank our Past
Presidents for their continued support
of the WCBA, the State Bar of Nevada
for its collaboration with the WCBA, all
the past members of the Board I served
with, and our members. I will see you
all at a luncheon soon!
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SECRETARY
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TREASURER		
SERGEANT-AT-ARMS
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
GINA MACLELLAN
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CONVERSATIONS ON DISCOVERY
By Wesley M. Ayres, Discovery Commissioner

T

he Nevada Supreme Court
has upheld the imposition of
case-terminating sanctions
under NRCP 37 and under the inherent
power of courts to address discovery
abuses. See Stubli v. Big D Int’l Trucks,
Inc., 107 Nev. 309, 312-14, 810 P.2d
785, 787-88 (1991) (NRCP 37); Young
v. Johnny Ribeiro Bldg., 106 Nev. 88,
92-93, 787 P.2d 777, 779-80 (1990)
(NRCP 37 and inherent authority).
Many cases identify the various factors
that courts must consider before
imposing dispositive sanctions. See, e.g.,
Valley Health Sys., LLC v. Peterson ex rel.
Estate of Doe, 134 Nev. 634, 639, 427
P.3d 1021, 1027 (2018) (identifying
factors first articulated in Young, supra).
Our high court has also made clear
that the imposition of case-concluding
sanctions will be subject to “a somewhat
heightened standard of review.” See, e.g.,
id. at 638-39, 427 P.3d at 1027. But
thus far, Nevada appellate courts have
not discussed the evidentiary standard
applicable to a request for dispositive
sanctions—that is, does the district
court’s decision need to be supported by
clear and convincing evidence, or will
its decision be upheld if based upon a
preponderance of the evidence?
Some federal appellate courts have
considered this issue. In Shepherd v. Am.
Broad. Cos., 62 F.3d 1469 (D.C. Cir.
1995), the district court had entered
a default judgment against defendant,
finding by a preponderance of the
evidence that defendant had altered
a document produced in discovery,
harassed two witnesses, and engaged in
other misconduct. The appellate court
found that the lower court had authority
to enter a default judgment—or impose
various other sanctions—under its
inherent authority. See id. at 1474-75.
But it determined that the lower court
had applied an inappropriate evidentiary
standard:

Because there is always in
litigation a margin of error,
the selection of a standard of
proof is a choice about where
to place the risk of that error
. . . [I]n an ordinary civil suit
a preponderance standard
seems peculiarly appropriate
because we view it as no more
serious in general for there to
be an erroneous verdict in the
defendant’s favor than for there
to be an erroneous verdict in
the plaintiff’s favor, while in
the criminal context requiring
proof beyond a reasonable
doubt is proper because the
social disutility of convicting
an innocent person is greater
than that of acquitting a guilty
person. We think the same
analysis calls for a heightened
standard of proof here. Because
of the fundamental importance
of trying cases on their
merits, and . . . because other
sanctions can both deter and
correct litigation misconduct
when proven by only a
preponderance of evidence,
the social disutility of granting
a trial on the merits to a party
guilty of litigation misconduct
is less than the social disutility
of denying a trial to a party
innocent of such misconduct.
Put another way, it is better to
risk permitting a guilty ABC
to defend this case than to risk
denying an innocent ABC its
day in court.
Id. at 1476 (citations, quotation marks,
and brackets omitted).
The court also emphasized the
punitive character of case-terminating
sanctions, observing that “[o]ur judicial
system has a cherished tradition of using
a heightened standard of proof to guard

against the erroneous imposition of
criminal punishments and analogous
deprivations of liberty, property, or
reputation.” See id. The heightened
standard is even used for determining
whether a court’s order was violated
in connection with civil contempts,
“a punishment that is part of a court’s
inherent power and that is, if anything,
more remedial than punitive.” See
id. at 1477 (citation omitted). Since
a dismissal or default imposed as a
discovery sanction serves the same
purposes as contempt, the same standard
of proof should apply. See id.
Finally, the predicate act necessary
for imposing dispositive sanctions
involves allegations of fraud, bad faith,
or some other type of quasi-criminal
wrongdoing. Proof of civil fraud or bad
faith requires the heightened certainty
that is facilitated by use of the clearand-convincing standard. See id. The
court added that other appellate courts
had adopted this standard in analogous
situations. See id. at 1476; see also
Xyngular v. Schenkel, 890 F.3d 868,
873-74 (10th Cir. 2018) (“although
our circuit has no precedent precisely
on point, persuasive authority from
our sibling circuits indicates that a clear
and convincing standard applies” to the
sanction of dismissal for pre-litigation
misappropriation of documents that
was intended to circumvent discovery
process); Micron Tech., Inc. v. Rambus
Inc., 645 F.3d 1311, 1328-29 (Fed.
Cir. 2011) (sanction of dismissal for
intentional spoliation “should not
be imposed unless there is clear and
convincing evidence of both bad-faith
spoliation and prejudice to the opposing
party”); N.Y. Credit & Fin. Mgmt. Grp.
v. Parson Ctr. Pharmacy, Inc., 432 F.
App’x 25 (2d Cir. 2011) (monetary
sanctions imposed for falsifying and
falsely authenticating falsified evidence
could be imposed if plaintiff “established
June 2020, Vol. 42, No. 6
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by clear and convincing evidence
that [Defendant] has sentiently set in
motion some unconscionable scheme
calculated to interfere with the judicial
system’s ability impartially to adjudicate
the action”) (internal quotation marks
omitted); Aoude v. Mobil Oil Corp.,
892 F.2d 1115, 1118 (1st Cir. 1989)
(actions based on falsified documents
constitute fraud on the court, and
dismissal was warranted “where it can be
demonstrated, clearly and convincingly,
that a party has sentiently set in motion
some unconscionable scheme calculated
to interfere with the judicial system’s
ability impartially to adjudicate a matter
by improperly influencing the trier or
unfairly hampering the presentation
of the opposing party’s claim or
defense".)
However, a different conclusion was
reached in Ramirez v. T&H Lemont,
Inc., 845 F.3d 772 (7th Cir. 2016). In
that case, the district court had found
that plaintiff offered a witness money
in exchange for favorable testimony,
and it dismissed the action based
upon clear and convincing evidence
of witness tampering. The appellate
court held that dismissal may be an
appropriate sanction for soliciting a
witness to lie at his deposition. See id.
at 776. It also noted that in an earlier
decision, the Seventh Circuit Court of
Appeals held that clear and convincing
evidence is required in order to dismiss
a case as a sanction for discovery-related
misconduct. See id.; see also Maynard
v. Nygren, 332 F.3d 462, 468 (7th
Cir. 2003). But it explained that the
earlier decision failed to consider the
presumption that the burden of proof in
civil actions is proof by a preponderance
of the evidence. See id. It noted several
Supreme Court holdings that rejected
applying higher evidentiary standards in
civil cases. See id. at 777-78 (discussing
Halo Elecs., Inc. v. Pulse Elecs., Inc.,
136 S. Ct. 1923, 1934 (2016); Octane
Fitness, LLC v. ICON Health & Fitness,
Inc., 572 U.S. 545, 557 (2014); Grogan
v. Garner, 498 U.S. 279, 285 (1991);
Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins, 490 U.S.
228, 252 (1989); Herman & MacLean v.
Huddleston, 459 U.S. 375, 387 (1983)).
The court explained that unless a statute,
a rule, or the Constitution requires
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a higher standard of proof, then the
preponderance of evidence standard
should apply. See id. at 778. The high
standard of clear and convincing proof
would apply only when the government
seeks to take unusual coercive action,
such as the termination of parental
rights,
involuntary
commitment,
deportation, and denaturalization. See
id.
In that regard, the court of appeals
found that “[t]he interests implicated
by the dismissal of a suit as a sanction
for misconduct occurring in civil
litigation (including discovery) are not
so important as to demand that the facts
underlying the dismissal be established
by clear and convincing evidence.” See
id. Further, a factual error in resolving
the facts underlying a motion for caseterminating sanctions would expose
both parties to the same risk as with a
factual error in determining the merits
of the case. “At all events, the sanctioned
party does not stand to forfeit more than
he might have lost were the case resolved
against him on the merits.” See id. at
779. The court acknowledged that its
holding was at odds with the approach
followed in Shepherd and other federal
appellate courts. But it disputed whether
civil contempt must be proved by clear
and convincing evidence in light of the
Supreme Court holdings it reviewed. It
also disagreed that the need for finding
fraud, bad faith, or a similar conclusion
required application of the higher
standard:
Simply because a sanction is
premised on conduct that can
be described as fraudulent does
not mean that the court must
by rote adopt an evidentiary
standard historically associated
with fraud claims. The Supreme
Court instead directs us to focus
on the pragmatic implications
of the sanctions decision and
to consider whether they
transform a civil case that is
otherwise about money into one
that may implicate much more
substantial interests . . . And as
with use of the term “fraud,”
affixing the “quasi-criminal”
label to the sanctioned conduct
does not alter the calculus.

Regardless of whether the
litigation misconduct at issue
is characterized by fraud, bad
faith, fault, or quasi-criminal
misconduct, the case remains
a civil suit between private
litigants, and what is at stake
for Ramirez is the loss of the
opportunity to win money
damages from his former
employer.
Id. at 780-81 (citations omitted). The
court of appeals therefore overruled its
earlier decision, and held that decisions to
impose case-terminating sanctions need
only be supported by a preponderance
of the evidence. See id. at 781.
The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
has not issued an opinion regarding this
question. The issue has been presented,
but the court has previously found that
resolution of this question was not
necessary under the circumstances. See
Lahiri v. Universal Music & Video Distrib.
Corp., 606 F.3d 1216, 1219 (9th Cir.
2010) (“[t]he burden of proof issue need
not be resolved here because the district
court’s bad faith finding is supported by
clear and convincing evidence”); In re
Lehtinen, 564 F.3d 1052, 1061 n.4 (9th
Cir. 2009) (declining to address burden
because clear and convincing evidence
of misconduct supported district court’s
decision); F.J. Hanshaw Enters., Inc. v.
Emerald River Dev., Inc., 244 F.3d 1128,
1143 n.11 (9th Cir. 2001) (same). A
recent district court decision within
this circuit concurred with the Ramirez
analysis. See WeRide Corp. v. Huang, No.
5:18-cv-07233-EJD, 2020 WL 1967209,
at *9 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 24, 2020). Nevada
federal court cases appear to favor the
majority approach followed in Shepherd,
but at least one decision held that sanctions
could be based upon a preponderance
of the evidence. Compare Soulé v. P.F.
Chang’s China Bistro, Inc., No. 2:18-cv02239-GMN-EJY, 2020 WL 959245, at
*4 (D. Nev. Feb. 26, 2020) (dispositive
sanction “should not be imposed unless
there is clear and convincing evidence of
both bad-faith spoliation and prejudice to
the opposing party”); Brown v. Albertsons,
LLC, No. 2:16-cv-01991-JAD-PAL,
2017 WL 1957571, at *8 (D. Nev. May
11, 2017) (same); Cooley v. Leung, No.
2:10-cv-1138-RLH-RJJ, 2013 WL

209730, at *1 (D. Nev. Jan. 16, 2013)
(citing Shepherd), with Hammann v.
1-800 Ideas, Inc., No. 2:08-cv-00886LDG-GWF, 2010 WL 11579015, at *4
(D. Nev. Mar. 17, 2010) (“[f ]or purposes
of the instant motion, this Court assumes
that the preponderance of the evidence
standard governs”).
As noted previously, Nevada
appellate courts have not issued any
decision addressing this issue. Outside
of the context of a sanctions motion, the
Nevada Supreme Court has held that
“a preponderance of the evidence is all
that is needed to resolve a civil matter
unless there is clear legislative intent
to the contrary.” See Betsinger v. D.R.
Horton, Inc., 126 Nev. 162, 165, 232
P.3d 433, 435 (2010). But arguably, a
district court’s decision to entirely deprive
a party of its day in court through the
imposition of sanctions should be subject
to a heightened evidentiary standard. See
Gates Rubber Co. v. Bando Chem. Indus.,
Ltd., 167 F.R.D. 90, 108 (D. Colo. 1996)
(“[t]o remove from a party the right to
have a trial in the first place should require
much more than a mere preponderance”);
see also, e.g., Rivera v. Martin J. Donnelly
Antique Tools, No. 3:14-CV-00667JWD-EWD, 2016 WL 1389984, at *7
(M.D. La. Apr. 7, 2016) (in light of,
inter alia, “strong public policy favoring
adjudication of cases on their merits .
. . courts have been reluctant to order
dismissal in the absence of clear and
convincing evidence of willfulness, bad
faith, or some fault of a party other than
inability to comply and where no evidence
has been destroyed or suppressed, leaving
the opponent unable to mount a credible
defense or offense”).
Significantly, in two unpublished
decisions, our high court has held that
a civil contempt must be established
by clear and convincing evidence. See
Bohannon v. Dist. Court, No. 69719,
2017 WL 1080066, at *3 (Nev. Mar. 21,
2017) (citing In re Battaglia, 653 F.2d
419, 422 (9th Cir. 1981)); Schulze v. Dist.
Court, No. 64504, 2014 WL 5306369, at
*2 n.1 (Nev. Oct. 14, 2014) (unpublished
disposition) (district court “did not err
in applying the civil contempt standard
of clear and convincing evidence”). In
addition, in Valley Health Sys., LLC v.
Peterson ex rel. Estate of Doe, supra, the

Supreme Court affirmed a district court’s
order striking defendant’s answer, which
was based on a finding by clear and
convincing evidence that defendant
willfully concealed relevant evidence. See
id. at 641, 427 P.3d at 1028. However, the
supreme court did not analyze whether
that standard was required, or whether
the district court could have reached
its decision based on a preponderance
of the evidence. Of course, even if our
appellate courts determine that caseterminating sanctions must be based
upon clear and convincing evidence,
lesser sanctions could properly be based
on a preponderance of the evidence. See,
e.g., Gates Rubber, 167 F.R.D. at 108
(observing that preponderance standard
generally governs issues in a civil trial and
would apply to the imposition of lesser
sanctions).
Wes Ayres is the Discovery
Commissioner for the Second
Judicial District Court.
His columns are online and
searchable at wcbar.org.
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ACROSS THE LINE
By Ethan J. Birnberg, Porter Simon P.C.

RELEASING EARNEST MONEY DEPOSITS AS LIQUIDATED DAMAGES AND CALIFORNIA'S
REAL ESTATE RESPONSE TO COVID-19

R

eal estate in California has
seen a consistent theme:
a dearth of closings for
pending transactions. Parties commonly
utilize a Residential Purchase Agreement
(C.A.R. Form RPA-CA) (“C.A.R.
Form”), provided by the California
Association of Realtors (“C.A.R.”), to
make offers, counteroffers, and accept
the negotiated purchase and sale of real
estate. Immediately after the impacts of
coronavirus became publicized and stayat-home and related executive orders
were issued, the C.A.R. developed and
circulated amendments to its real estate
forms. Real estate attorneys’ telephones
rang, with clients asking if they should
sign the new forms and, if they were
the buyer, whether they could cancel
the transaction and receive their earnest
money deposit back. Such an inquiry first
concerns the concept of force majeure:
can buyer cancel a real estate transaction
solely because of the coronavirus
pandemic? A force majeure provision
assumes that there is an event outside the
control of both parties to the contract
that either makes contract performance
impracticable or frustrates the purpose
of such performance. Is the coronavirus
pandemic a foreseeable event that should
qualify as an event under a “force majeure”
provision? While reasonable minds
may disagree, the answer is immaterial
because the C.A.R. Form includes no
“force majeure” provision. The answer to
the buyer’s question depends on specific
circumstances related to each transaction
and governing legal standards under
California law.
The C.A.R Addendum
To address the impact of the
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coronavirus, the C.A.R. developed new
forms ostensibly to address Covid-19 as
a “force majeure” event. The primary
forms relevant to this article are the
Coronavirus Addendum or Amendment
(C.A.R. Form CVA) and Notice of
Unforeseen Coronavirus Circumstances
(C.A.R. Form NUCC).1 The forms are
meant to be used as an addendum to an
offer or counteroffer, or an amendment
to an accepted agreement, and provide
additional time for buyers to conduct
contingencies or close escrow. If an
addendum or amendment form was
executed, it arguably provides the buyer
with an additional opportunity to
cancel the transaction without losing
their deposit. Indeed, parties executing
the NUCC clarified (or created a new
definition of ) unforeseen circumstances
that could provide a contractual basis for
not closing escrow and cancelling the
transaction based on the coronavirus—a
basis and legal right not provided
under the original C.A.R. Form. The
addendum and amendment are optional
and, similar to what has actually occurred
in many of the pending transactions, this
article assumes that the parties declined
to sign the addendum for fear it could
unfavorably alter their legal rights.
Civil Code Section 1511
Despite the lack of a force majeure
provision in the C.A.R. Form,
performance of an obligation may be
excused by certain causes, including
performance that is “prevented or
delayed by an irresistible, superhuman
cause, or by the act of public enemies of
this state or of the United States, unless
the parties have expressly agreed to the
contrary.” See Cal. Civ. Code § 1511(2).

Whether the coronavirus qualifies as an
“irresistible or superhuman cause” is
hopefully something courts will never
have to decide. And whether a buyer
can truly not perform the agreement
– as opposed to performance being
merely more difficult or burdensome –
is a difficult burden and one required
to utilize Section 15112 as a basis for
non-performance under the agreement.
Here again, it is fair to assume that Civil
Code § 1511 will not excuse a party
from performing due to the coronavirus
pandemic.
The Liquidated Damages Clause
Parties commonly initial the
liquidated damages provision found in
Paragraph 21.B of the C.A.R. Form.
This paragraph allows the seller to retain
the earnest money deposit if the buyer
waives all contingencies or exercises a
contingency in bad faith, and thereafter
fails to close escrow. Under paragraph
21.B, “[i]f the [p]roperty is a dwelling
with no more than four units, one of
which Buyer intends to occupy, then
the amount retained shall be no more
than 3% of the purchase price.” Under
paragraph 9.A of the C.A.R. Form, the
buyer must indicate whether it intends
to occupy the property as a primary
residence. As such, when a dispute
regarding the deposit occurs after a
transaction does not close, the threshold
inquiry is whether the buyer will occupy
the property as primary residence.
The answer to this inquiry will affect
whether a court will easily award the
deposit to the seller or require evidence
of the seller’s actual damages caused by
the buyer’s breach.

Enforcement of Liquidated
Damages: What is the Standard?
Parties in California may agree to
a presumed amount of damage (i.e.,
liquidated damages) sustained from a
breach if it would be impracticable or
extremely difficult to calculate the actual
damages from a future breach. See Cal.
Civil Code § 1671. Section 1671(b)
provides that “a provision in a contract
liquidating the damages for the breach
of the contract is valid unless the party
seeking to invalidate the provision
establishes that the provision was
unreasonable under the circumstances
existing at the time the contract was
made.” In general, a liquidated damages
clause is considered unreasonable if it
has no reasonable relationship to the
range of actual damages that the parties
could have anticipated would flow from
a breach. See Ridgley v. Topa Thrift &
Loan Assn. (1998) 17 Cal.4th 970,
977. There are several key exceptions
to this standard; the most relevant
precluding application of the standard
if “another statute expressly applicable
to the contract prescribes the rules or
standard for determining the validity of
a provision in the contract liquidating
the damages for the breach of the
contract.” Cal. Civ. Code § 1671(a).
In a real estate transaction where a
buyer fails to complete the purchase
of real property, Section 1675 is the
other “statute expressly applicable” as
referenced by Section 1671(a).
Civil Code Section 1675, when
applicable, governs the presumed
validity (and invalidity) of a liquidated
damages clause. The threshold question
to identify the appropriate standard
depends on whether the property
subject to the dispute is “residential
property.” For purposes of liquidated
damages rules, a property is considered
“residential” only if, “at the time the
contract to purchase and sell the
property is made, the buyer intends to
occupy the dwelling or one of its units as
his or her residence.” See Cal. Civ. Code
§ 1675(a)(2).
The parties in Allen v. Smith, (2002)
94 Cal. App. 4th 1270, executed a
standard C.A.R. Form to purchase and

sell a residential property for $1,775,000.
The buyer first deposited $20,000.
Later that month the buyer deposited
an additional $80,000 into escrow and
released all contingencies. Roughly
two months later the buyer refused to
purchase the residence; in turn, the seller
refused to refund the $100,000 deposit.
The court applied Civil Code § 1675(d),
which states:
If the amount actually paid
pursuant to the liquidated
damages provision exceeds 3
percent of the purchase price,
the provision is invalid unless
the party seeking to uphold
the provision establishes that
the amount actually paid
is reasonable as liquidated
damages.
The court first rebuffed the sellers’
assertion that the agreement was actually
an option contract—i.e., the buyer
received an option to purchase when she
made the second deposit of $80,000.
After this argument failed, the sellers
maintained that they should keep the
$100,000 deposit as reasonable liquidated
damages. Id. at 1282. The court also
rejected this argument, and held that the
seller provided no evidence establishing
their actual damages or a reasonable
relationship of the $100,000 deposit to
the range of harm the sellers may have
suffered because of the buyer’s breach.
For her part, the buyer did not argue that
the liquidated damage provision violated
Civil Code Sections 1677 or 1678, or
that $52,520 (or three percent of the
purchase price) was an unreasonable
amount of liquidated damages.3 The court
ultimately held that the sellers did not
meet their burden under Section 1675(d)
and ordered that they retain only three
percent of the purchase price ($52,520).
See id. at 1283.
But what about the pending purchase
of a second home that never closed due to
coronavirus? This factual circumstance is
common in and around the Lake Tahoe
region and a different legal standard
applies. In this situation, the buyer
would not have contracted to purchase
“residential” property because it was their
second home, and Section 1675 should

not apply. See Cal. Civ. Code § 1675(a)
(2). Instead, as stated by the California
Court of Appeal:
If the liquidated damages
clause in a nonresidential
property agreement meets the
formal requirements in section
1677, it is valid unless the
party seeking to invalidate the
provision establishes that the
provision was unreasonable
under the circumstances
existing at the time the
contract was made.
See Herrera v. Chambers (2004)
Cal. App. Unpub. LEXIS 8033 *8
(unpublished) (citing Cal. Civ. Code §
1671(b); see Cal. Law Revision Com.
com., § 1676; Hong v. Somerset Assoc.
(1984) 161 Cal. App. 3d 111, 115).
Neither party in Herrera presented
evidence as to whether the property
was “residential property.” On appeal,
the court, sua sponte, highlighted that
the buyer did not intend to occupy the
property as his residence by checking
the box in paragraph 9.A of the C.A.R.
Form. Accordingly, the court held that
the industry-standard “three percent
of the purchase price” rule was not
applicable. See id. at *8fn. 3. Whether
the buyer should receive a refund of
his deposit was governed by Civil
Code Section 1671 and 1677. The
court first found that Section 1677 was
satisfied because the liquidated damages
provision was typed on a blank form
in an addendum, and was separately
signed by the both parties. Because the
addendum was not a printed contract,
the 10-point bold type or contrasting
red print requirements under Section
1677 did not apply. Turning to the
analysis under Section 1671, the buyer
made no attempt in the trial court to
establish that the nonrefundable deposit
provision was unreasonable when it was
signed. See id. at *9. The buyer instead
attempted to argue that actual damages
incurred by the sellers should be the
standard—and that the seller suffered
no harm as a result of the buyer’s failure
to purchase the property. The court
rejected this argument because, when
analyzing liquidated damages for a
June 2020, Vol. 42, No. 6
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nonresidential property under Section
1671, “the amount of damages actually
suffered has no bearing on the validity
of the liquidated damages provision.”
Id. at *9-10. Herrera demonstrates that
a second homebuyer cancelling a real
estate closing because of the coronavirus
must show that the liquidated damages
clause was unreasonable when the
agreement was signed. If the seller can
quickly resell the property or cannot
otherwise prove actual damages from
the buyer’s breach, it still does not help
the buyer recover his deposit.
Conversely, if the property is
residential and therefore subject to
Section 1675, the buyer may show
that the liquidated damage provision
amounts to an invalid and illegal
forfeiture
provision.
California
Civil Code § 1675(e) states that the
reasonableness of an amount actually
paid as liquidated damages shall be
determined by considering:
(1) The circumstances existing at
the time the contract was made; and
(2) The price and other terms and
circumstances of any subsequent sale or
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contract to sell and purchase the same
property if the sale or contract is made
within six months of the buyer’s default.
Courts faced with this analysis
commonly agree that a deposit in an
amount consistent with the industry
standard for the type of transaction will
support a finding of reasonableness.
See, e.g., Hong v. Somerset Assocs., 161
Cal. App. 3d 111, 116, 207 Cal. Rptr.
597 (1984) (noting that the liquidated
damages figure of 2% of the purchase
price of an apartment complex was
standard in commercial real estate
transactions); Cal Civ. Code § 1675(c)
& (d) (discussing the presumed validity
of a deposit amount of three percent of
the purchase price); Edwards v. Symbolic
Int’l, Inc., 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 37523,
*21, 2009 WL 1178662 (finding that
a non-refundable deposit of 10% for
a vintage car contracted to be sold for
$3.1 million is a standard amount in
the industry). Despite the potential to
show the unreasonableness of a deposit,
if the liquidated damages amount for
a residential real estate transaction is at
or below three percent of the purchase

price, a buyer trying to recover their
deposit likely faces an insurmountable
hurdle.
There is, however, a strong legislative
purpose to protect buyers in real
estate transactions. As stated by the
California appellate court in Guthman
v. Moss (1984), 150 Cal.App.3d 501,
there is “little doubt that the purpose
of enacting sections 1675, et. seq. was
to protect buyers who fail to complete
the purchase of real property and not
sellers.” Id. at 510. The court further
held that the California Law Revision
Commission recommended carefully
drafted statutory limitations regarding
liquidated damages “to protect a
defaulting buyer ‘from forfeiting an
unreasonably large amount [of money] as
liquidated damages.’” Id. at 511. Under
the appropriate factual circumstances,
creative counsel may succeed in arguing
that despite a buyer’s agreement to lose
its deposit as liquidated damages, the
court must invalidate the provision and
require evidence of the seller’s actual
damages.

The buyers in Timney v. Lin, (2003),
106 Cal.App.4th 1121, succeeded in
arguing that their deposit was an illegal
forfeiture. The case is unique because it
revolved around a settlement agreement
that required buyers to deposit funds
into escrow and deposit a quitclaim
deed within five days of the closing
date. The buyers deposited $31,250
into escrow but had failed to timely
deposit a quitclaim deed, which resulted
in forfeiture of their deposit under the
agreement. The trial court enforced the
settlement agreement and permitted
the sellers to retain the deposit.4 On
appeal, the appellate court reversed and
rejected the sellers’ attempt to retain
the deposit because the sellers had “no
cognizable damages.” Id. at 1128. The
sellers produced no evidence in the trial
court demonstrating damages from the
buyers’ delay and cancellation. The court
refused to presume that damages existed
merely because the house may have been
kept off the market for three weeks. As
a result, allowing the sellers to keep the
deposit was an impermissible forfeiture
of the buyers’ property.
While the Timney case highlights
an opportunity to argue that
unreasonableness of a liquidated damages
clause, the appellate court mentioned the
$31,250 deposit exceeded three percent
of the purchase price. Even though this
discussion was merely a footnote, if the
dispute concerned an executed C.A.R.
Form for the purchase of residential
property, the excessive amount of the
deposit would have been presumed invalid
under Section 1675(d). The court held
that the legal principles related to illegal
forfeitures equally apply to real estate
contracts and settlement agreements,
and heavily weighed the sellers’ lack of
evidence of any actual damage due to
the buyers’ breach. The court further
diminished use of its opinion when
acknowledging that “[i]f the provision in
question, authorizing the forfeiture of a
substantial deposit by reason of a minor
delay in delivery of the quitclaim deed,
were included in a real property sales
contract, this provision would be void as
an illegal forfeiture.” Timney, 106 Cal.
App. 4th at 1126. Thus, a buyer seeking
to recover a deposit is unlikely to use
Timney as persuasive authority to require

the the court to consider the lack of actual
damages incurred by the seller.
Final Thoughts
The chance of a buyer retaining
an earnest money deposit diminishes
substantially once contingencies are
removed. In these uncertain times
and economic difficulties, a buyer
could lose its deposit solely due to its
lender reversing its position to fund
the transaction. Real estate brokers
and lenders must be careful when
commenting on a buyer’s decision to
remove contingencies. If contingencies
are removed and the deposit is lost to a
seller, a buyer is likely to explore claims
against the broker or the lender if they
were not advised of consequences or
were inappropriately told to remove
contingencies. No matter the reason,
if your client is a buyer debating on
closing escrow due to coronavirusrelated concerns, you should promptly
advise of the legal standards applicable
to a liquidated damages clause under
California law and the likelihood that a
buyer will lose its deposit.

resulted in several concerns voiced from
buyers, sellers, brokers, and other C.A.R.
association members.
2
All references to a “Section” refer to statutory
section of the California Civil Code.
3
Section 1677 requires the parties to initial
or sign the liquidated damages provision and
be typed in at least 10-point bold or at least
eight-point bold if in contrasting red print.
4
Even more unique to this case (and possibly
inferring the sellers’ knowledge of the
provision’s unenforceability), the parties
declined to explicitly use the term “liquidated
damages” in the settlement agreement.
The sellers reasoned that deleting reference
to liquidated damages demonstrated the
parties’ intent to not agree to these types
of damages. The appellate court found this
immaterial because any provision providing
for an illegal forfeiture without regard to
the damage caused was forbidden under
California law, regardless of its formal
label. See Timney, 106 Cal. App. 4th at
1128 (“This forfeiture provision is invalid,
whether analyzed as a forbidden forfeiture,
or as a void provision allowing the recovery
of liquidated damages.”)

Ethan Birnberg is licensed in California,
Nevada, Colorado,
and Wyoming. He
regularly
assists
clients with all
types of asset sales,
acquisitions, and
real estate issues,
including landlord/
tenant
matters,
lease
formation
and construction issues, and HOA disputes.
He holds dual certifications as a business
bankruptcy and consumer bankruptcy specialist
from the American Board of Certification,
and has extensive insolvency experience
assisting entities seeking to restructure under
chapter 11 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code.,

____________________
1
C.A.R. also developed a Coronavirus
Property Entry Advisory and Declaration
(PEAD) and Listing Agreement Coronavirus
Addendum or Amendment (RLA-CAA). These
forms relate to the real estate broker’s duties
and for parties to agree that providing access
to their property was dangerous or unsafe,
and could expose the owner or visitor (i.e.,
potential buyer) to Covid-19. In short, these
forms seek to alleviate liability for real estate
brokers. All four forms were again amended
on April 16, 2020, after the originally
amended forms developed in late March
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APPELLATE BRIEFS
By Adam Hosmer-Henner, McDonald Carano

THE USEFULNESS OF THE AGING SUBMITTED CASE REPORT

T

he Nevada Supreme Court
publishes an online list of all
cases, the Aging Submitted
Case Report (“Report”), that have been
submitted for more than ninety days and
that remain undecided as of the date of the
list’s publication. Aging Submitted Case
Report, available at: https://nvcourts.
gov/Supreme/Aging_Submitted_Case_
Report/. This Report is still identified in
places on the Court’s website as issued
pursuant to NRS 2.260, despite the
repeal of this statute in 2015. Speaking in
support of Assembly Bill 69, Chief Justice
Hardesty advocated for the repeal of NRS
2.260, which required the publication
of the Report in a statewide newspaper,
as compliance with this requirement
would have required the expenditure of
$200,000 per year. Assembly Committee
on Judiciary, Minutes Feb. 12, 2015, 10.
A humorous exchange followed in the
Senate Judiciary Committee: “Chair
Brower: Have you been posting cases in
the newspaper? Chief Justice Hardesty:
No. Chair Brower: I have never seen this
information posted in the newspaper.
Chief Justice Hardesty: The courts have
never been allocated the funds to meet
this requirement nor have we requested
the funds to do so. It is a waste of funds
when anyone in the State can access all
the court dockets online, including the
publicly filed information on our docket
sheet.” Senate Committee on Judiciary,
Minutes April 22, 2015, 3. Fortunately,
the Court continues to publish and
maintain the Report online because it
provides a useful resource for appellate
practitioners.
Currently the Report contains
ninety cases, which have been submitted
for decision between April 11, 2018
and February 25, 2020. Most cases on
the Report are criminal appeals and the
oldest cases involve the death penalty,
habitual criminal sentencing, or other
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matters of import. While the creation
of the Court of Appeals has greatly
facilitated the faster resolution of civil
appeals in Nevada, there are civil cases
that still show up on the Report for a
variety of reasons. First, the appeal may
involve an issue of first impression or
other complexities that require careful
analysis. The civil appeal that has been
pending the longest is Clark County
School District v. Bryan, Case No.
73856, and involves the significant
question of whether courts can impose
liability under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 for
student-on-student bullying. The Court
requests oral argument for many cases
in this category, indicating the depth
of treatment the Court assigns to these
appeals. Reviewing these cases can
provide appellate practitioners with a
sense of unresolved and topical issues
that the Court has under consideration
at any given time. Second, appeals
may show up on the Report when they
involve issues common to other appeals.
This situation was most visible recently
with respect to HOA superpriority
lien litigation, when a large number of
similar appeals were on hold pending
the resolution of lead cases. Recognizing
this pattern is important when advising
clients as to what they can expect in
terms of timing and procedure from
appealing such an issue to the Supreme
Court.
As a case study, Rock Springs Mesquite
2 Owners’ Association v. Raridan,
Case No. 77085, has been submitted
for decision since January 24, 2020.
However, the Court’s chronology does
not really tell the full story, as briefing
was completed in this appeal on August
15, 2019 and thus it has been on the
Court’s desk, so to speak, far longer than
the January 24, 2020 submit date would
otherwise indicate. Raridan, which is
well briefed and argued by the parties,

falls into the first category of cases above
as it raises the thorny question of how
the doctrine of claim preclusion interacts
with Nevada’s declaratory relief statutes.
In 2011, a homeowners’ association
(“Rock Springs”) sued the owners of a
neighboring property after a retaining
wall began to fail. This first lawsuit
involved claims of trespass, nuisance,
and negligence based on the allegation
that the neighboring owners’ activities
caused the retaining wall to fail. After
the neighboring property was sold to
Respondents (“Raridan”), Rock Springs
sued Raridan for a declaratory relief
determination as to whether Rock
Springs owed a legal duty to support
the adjacent homeowner’s property. The
district court dismissed the declaratory
relief complaint on claim preclusion
grounds and the appeal followed in Rock
Springs Mesquite 2 Owners’ Association v.
Raridan, Case No. 77085.
One reason why Raridan may be
warranting detailed review is that it
presents the inverse issue as a recent
published opinion by the Court. In Boca
Park Marketplace Syndications Group
v. Higco, 133 Nev. Adv. Op. 114, 407
P.3d 761 (2017), the Court concluded
that there was an exception to the claimpreclusion doctrine when the first suit
seeks only declaratory relief. In that
circumstance, a second suit could assert
claims for damages or other relief even
if it was possible for the plaintiff to have
included those claims within the first
suit. Raridan, however, asks the Court
to determine whether there is a similar
claim-preclusion exception when the
first suit sought damages and the second
suit is limited to declaratory relief.
Without the additional context from
the Report and without reviewing the
recent Boca Park decision, an attorney
reviewing the Raridan appeal may not

have given it much attention.
The length of time that the appeal
has been pending may provide some
optimism for the Appellant in Raridan
as it suggests a lower likelihood of a
quick, summary affirmance. While a
full analysis of the briefing in Raridan is
beyond the scope here, after reviewing
the briefing and authorities, it does
appear likely that the Court in Raridan
will affirm in part. This prediction is
based on the holding of Five Star Capital
Corp. v. Ruby, 124 Nev. 1048, 1055,
194 P.3d 709, 713 (2008) that claim
preclusion bars subsequent actions based
on claims that were or could have been
brought in the initial action. While the
declaratory relief exception would apply
to the sequence in Boca Park as it would
promote judicial efficiency to have an
initial declaratory relief determination
prior to full-blown litigation, the same
Adam Hosmer-Henner is a
partner at McDonald Carano
and practices primarily in the
areas of commercial litigation
and appellate law. He regularly
handles appeals and writ
proceedings at the Nevada
Supreme Court and the United
States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.
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MILLENNIAL MINUTE
By Kelci Binau, McDonald Carano

COMMUNICATED UNCERTAINTY - THE PATH TO CONTENTMENT

A

s I sit down to write this
article, my thoughts race.
As I attempt to isolate an
idea, a topic interesting to my peers,
co-workers and judges alike, I struggle
to find a subject that is relevant, yet not
overly publicized. I reflect upon various
conversations, experiences, struggles and
stories I have heard over the past few
months. The end result, a single, isolated
feeling, uncertainty. Uncertainty about
what the future holds and how to feel,
react and deal with it.
As Nevadans near the end of Phase 1
reopening plans, we are uncertain about
what Phase 2 reopening plans will look
like, how businesses will implement them
and how we and other fellow Nevadans
will receive and respond to them. Are
there additional phases past Phases 1 &
2, and if so, how many? How long will
it be until life returns to normal? Will
life ever return to normal and do you
want it to?
If you told me five years ago, even
eight months ago, that the coronavirus
disease would spread globally and a
public health emergency would be
declared in the United States, I would
not have believed you. Now, as I work
from home, schedule video conferences
and resist the urge to take my dogs on
a second walk for the day, I find myself
reflecting on pre-pandemic life and
wondering when and whether everything
will return to “normal”.
Throughout the past couple of months,
one thing has remained constant, change.
Each week we experience an onslaught of
media reports, some which unfortunately
require us to dig for the truth with a finetoothed comb. COVID-19 illnesses are
on the rise, we are flattening the curve,
wearing masks will not prevent the spread
of the virus, don’t leave your house without
a mask; needless to say, each week, we have
to re-initialize and adjust our mindsets
accordingly. Some days we are quick to
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adjust or at least able to portray to others
that we are up-to-speed and ready to tackle
a new day, while other days we struggle to
stay focused and inspired.
The past few weeks, conversations
with friends and peers all seem to
circle back to a shared experience,
mental fatigue.
We are mentally
exhausted from intaking information
and processing and acclimating to
a new normal. Recently, I find that
just when I become comfortable, the
internet and social media floods us with
“novel” crafts, foreign languages, recipes
and re-decorating tips to adopt during
all of our “free time,” leaving some of
us to question whether we are “doing
enough.” During quarantine some may
have completed home improvement
projects, started a virtual boot camp
or become quite efficient at prepping
healthy food at home; however, others
of us may be caring for or mourning
a loved one, lost sight of a routine or
never found the motivation to work out
at home.
I recently told my sister that I
felt down about making poor eating
decisions, not working out as regularly
as I had told myself I would and various
other things. My sister replied that she
had also recently been hard on herself
for not keeping up with her jogging
plans and not reading enough of her
oncology textbook. What did we then
immediately tell the other? “Don’t be so
hard on yourself; you are dealing with
things as best you can, and it is ok to take
some down time to do nothing.” Why
don’t we talk to ourselves as we would
others? Why are we kind and patient
with others and stern and judgmental
with ourselves?
Sharing our recent experiences,
feelings and thoughts helped both my
sister and me to let go of our negative
thoughts and move on to more
productive ones. This caused me to

reflect on my time during quarantine.
Lately, I have found that I have not
only physically isolated myself but also
have also inadvertently socially isolated
myself. Upon learning that my sister
had been doing the same, I thought
that perhaps more of us than I realize
may be socially isolating ourselves and
that writing this article, although not
a traditional legal article, may help
someone in a different way.
If one thing from our pre-pandemic
lives remains true, it is that we are all in
this together. Each one of us is doing
our best to cope, adjust and deal with
whatever the pandemic has thrown our
way. We each put a lot of pressure on
ourselves to do better, be better and then
compare ourselves to others and how
they are doing. Remember, perceptions
are not all they are cracked up to be.
The next time you experience negative
thoughts or a bad day, reach out to
someone. It is likely you will have a
large impact on improving their day,
they will be happy to hear from you and
you both will leave the interaction with
a smile.

K e l c i Bi n a u i s
an
Associate
with McDonald
Carano in the firn's
Business Entities &
Transactions and Real
Estate & Land Use
practice groups.

FAMILY L AW
By Alexander Morey, Silverman Kattelman Springgate, Chtd.

FAMILY LAW IN THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT, A CASE SUMMARY:
MONASKY V TAGLIERI, THE HAGUE CONVENTION AND HABITUAL RESIDENCE

I

n February 2020, the United
States Supreme Court issued an
opinion in Monasky v. Taglieri,
140 S. Ct. 719 (2020), resolving a split in
the circuits over the nature of “habitual
residence” in the Hague Convention on
the Civil Aspects of International Child
Abduction (the “Convention”) and the
appropriate standard for review for a
habitual residence determination. The
Convention is a multilateral treaty that
provides a mechanism to return a child
to her habitual residence from another
member country. The concept of
habitual residence; therefore, is central
to the Convention. Justice Ginsberg
wrote the opinion for the sevenmember majority. Justices Thomas and
Alito concurred in the result and wrote
separate opinions.
In Monasky, the dispute arose when
the mother left Italy with the parties’
infant daughter and moved to Ohio with
her parents. The father petitioned for the
return of the child to Italy claiming Italy
was the child’s habitual residence. The
district court agreed, as did the Sixth
Circuit Court of Appeals. The mother
argued that Italy could not be their
daughter’s habitual residence because
there was not an actual agreement
between the parents to make Italy her
habitual residence.
The Supreme Court rejected the
mother’s assertion that habitual residence
could be rigidly defined and concluded,
a child’s habitual residence is the country
in which she is at home. Thus, habitual
residence is a fact-sensitive inquiry free
of specific categories or factors. The
majority, and the concurring opinions,
do provide some guidance. For example,
for older children, the majority noted
facts showing acclimatization to a
particular place are particularly relevant,
while for younger children, parental
intent is relevant. Justice Thomas’s

concurring opinion references types
of facts establishing residence as usual
or customary “such as the presence
or absence of bank accounts and
driver’s licenses, the length and type
of employment, and the strength and
duration of other community ties.”
Justice Alito offered a definition of
habitual residence as “the place where
the child in fact has been living for an
extended period—unless that place was
never regarded as more than temporary
or there is another place to which the
child has a strong attachment.” All the
Justices agreed that, even for an infant,
habitual residence cannot be solely
determined based on parental agreement
or the lack thereof.
Second, the Court clarified the

standard of review as whether the trial
court clearly erred. The Court based its
decision on the Convention’s intent to
create an expeditious process to return
children to their habitual residence and
the Court’s conclusion that although the
habitual residence inquiry is a mixed
question of law and fact, the factual
question predominates.
Alexander Morey served as the Honorable Judge
Deborah Schumacher’s
law clerk from 2008
through 2010 before
entering private practice
with Silverman,
Kattelman, Springgate
Chtd. where he practices
family law.
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Virtual Lawyer in the Library Program
Thriving
While the ongoing Covid-19 crisis
continues to shape and change our daily
lives, the staff of the Washoe County
Law Library remain committed to
offering the same level of service and
support our patrons depend on. We are
pleased to say that our current remote
format of our Lawyer in the Library
program is thriving.
The Lawyer in the Library program is
temporarily being offered “virtually” via
Zoom. Lawyer in the Library continues
to be a crucially important and popular
program, serving 102 patrons since the
implementation of social distancing.
The Family Law program is offered
each Tuesday afternoon, and General
Law and Probate Law are offered every
Wednesday afternoon. Law Library
staff handle all technical aspects of the
meeting.
Many volunteers have commented
that they have really enjoyed being able
to volunteer for the program from the
comfort and safety of their own office
or home. They like the convenience
of not having to come down to the
courthouse, and find it easier to assist
participants while they have access to
the materials and resources that they
consult on a regular basis. Patrons have
been exceptionally appreciative that we
have been able to continue to offer this
program. They are incredibly grateful
to be able to receive the legal assistance
they urgently need, despite the current
situation.
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We would like to express our sincere
gratitude to the volunteer attorneys who
participated this month:
Michael G. Alonso
Elizabeth M. Bittner
Robert H. Broili
Lisa M. Fraas
Nicole M. Harvey
Kendra J. Jepsen
Bronagh M. Kelly
Colton T. Loretz
Philip M. Mannelly
Adam P. McMillen
Aaron P. Richter
Michael V. Roth
Kevin P. Ryan
John M. Samberg
Tehan W. Slocum
Janet E. Traut
If you are interested in participating,
please send an email to Sarah.Bates@
washoecourts.us or call (775) 3283254. If you are unsure of volunteering
but would like to see how the program
operates, you always have the option
of observing. Training on Zoom is also
available for any who request it.

Washoe Legal Services Has Pro Bono
Cases Ready For You!
Are you interested in offering pro
bono services to some of Northern
Nevada’s most vulnerable members of
the community? What better way than
to receive a rewarding experience and
gain CLE credit for your work. We have
many cases ready for placement today!
Washoe Legal Services would like to
recognize the following attorneys who
have lent a helping hand during these
trying times and taken a pro bono case
from us within the last month.
Sarah Bordelon
Michael Cirac
Craig Demetras
Erica Nannini
Eric Stovall
If you are interested in taking a pro
bono case or joining our panel, please
contact Marissa Otteson by email
at motteson@washoelegalservices.org or
by phone at 775-321-2059. WLS will
provide you with all the essentials you
need to effectively represent your client
– including training and a WLS attorney
mentor, in most cases. We want your
experience with pro bono to be positive
and rewarding!

Proud Member Benefit

The #1
payment solution
for law ﬁrms.

Special offer
for bar members.
Call for details
lawpay.com/wcba
866-369-0323

Does your professional

picture need
updating?
Even if it’s a great older
picture, do
people recognize you
when they
see you in person now?

We’re happy to announce we’ve hired professional photographer,
Victoria Friend, of Portrait Pros, to safely* (see below for how) photograph our new
Washoe County Bar Assn. Print Directory Portraits
Victoria Friend, of Portrait Pros, will be taking pictures
by appointment on the following dates:

June 22- 26, 2020

9:30am to 4:40pm on June 22 and 8am to 4:40pm the rest of the week,
50 W Liberty, Suite 410, Reno, NV 89501.
A special thanks to Basin Street Properties for kindly loaning the space!

Please copy and paste this link to request an appointment:
https://portraitpros.wufoo.com/forms/m1qicwfj00slt2l/
Appointments are limited so please contact them soon to reserve your time.
You may also call Portrait Pros staff at (800) 693-2306, ext. 1.

Photo sessions are by appointment with no waiting, take approximately 15 minutes, you will be able to view
proofs immediately, and select your photo for the bar association. There is no charge for the por-trait to the
bar association. If you wish to purchase additional photos for your own marketing, web, and print purposes,
the photographer can help you with that when you view your pictures.
Normally here we talk about what to wear but we would like to address the safety measures we have put
in place so that you can feel comfortable. The photographer has put these safety practices forward for this
photo shoot. Victoria also wishes to tell you that she is from a low-contagion rural area and has been practicing distancing and other safety measures since mid-March.
Simply put, if she didn’t feel like she could do this safely, she wouldn’t do it.
*Safety Measures put in place by photographer:

The space we have been loaned is large, 13 thousand square feet. Distancing will not be a problem.
·
I will wear a mask the entire time, so you will feel safe.
·
You can wear a mask for everything except the picture itself.
·
During the picture-taking process, I will be 6 feet away.
·
We ask that you please bring a mask. If you don’t have one, I will have one for you.
·
We ask that only healthy people come alone - no group pictures will be taken at this time.
·
There will be a hand-sanitizing station at the door inside the space.
·
The property management of 50 Liberty is requiring only 2 people at a time in the elevator.
·
If there is any doubt as to whether you are well, we ask that you please reschedule. If there are any questions
about health, we will have a handheld infra-red thermometer available.
·
Viewing of the pictures will be on a remote monitor that will be 6+ feet away from the photographer.
·
I will sanitize the area with a UVC wand before each person arrives and will also utilize sanitizing wipes, when
needed.
If you have any other concerns, please let me know at Victoria@PortraitPros.net and I will be happy to address them.
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See wcbar.org/events for details and registration
JUNE

22

Judicial Survey, June 22 - July
22, 2020. Instructions will be emailed to
you.

22

WCBA Bar Directory photos
- June 22 - 26. Please copy and paste
this link to request an appointment.
https://portraitpros.wufoo.com/forms/
m1qicwfj00slt2l/
Directory confirmation cards will be mailed
shortly. Please return by 6/30/2020

United States District Court
Chambers of
Miranda M. Du
Chief Judge

District of Nevada

Bruce R. Thompson U.S.
Courthouse & Federal Building
400 South Virginia Street
Reno, Nevada 89501
(775) 686-5919

May 18, 2020
PRESS RELEASE
The U.S. District Court for the District of Nevada issues an update. Since the Court’s
previous orders, COVID-19 continues to change how the Court operates to reduce
density, maximize distancing, and to protect the health and safety of the public and its
employees. The Court is incrementally resuming in-person hearings in a phased
approach based on recommended health guidelines. Building entrance protocols remain
in effect; therefore, persons who exhibit COVID-19 symptoms, have had contact with
COVID-19 positive individuals, or have symptoms of COVID-19 are not permitted to enter
the Courthouses. In light of recommendations from public health officials that face
coverings be worn to prevent the spread of COVID-19 where social distancing measures
are difficult to maintain, additional protocols have been adopted for access to the
Courthouses. Accordingly, effective May 18, 2020, members of the public are
encouraged, but not required, to wear face covering when they come to the Courthouses.
In addition, face coverings are required during court proceedings to the extent possible
and where social distances are difficult to maintain, unless otherwise directed by the
presiding judge. Detailed information about the applicable general orders can be viewed
at www.nvd.uscourts.gov.
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change service requested

Classifieds
Please visit www.wcbar.org/classifieds for full job descriptions & deadlines.
EMPLOYMENT
LAW OFFICES OF THORNDAL
ARMSTRONG with offices in Reno
and Las Vegas, currently has an associate
position available in its Reno office to
a qualified candidate with interest in a
diverse civil defense practice. Successful
candidates will be Nevada bar passed and
have strong research and writing skills
and academic background. Please send
resume, writing sample and cover letter
to kfp@thorndal.com. All inquires will
remain confidential.
L I T I G AT I O N
AT T O R N E Y
(RENO) McCormick Barstow Sheppard
Wayte & Carruth LLP, an AV rated
firm, is hiring a litigation attorney (1–5
years) for our Reno, NV office. Prior
court appearance, written discovery and
deposition experience preferred. Excellent
academic credentials, exceptional writing
skills and strong interpersonal skills are a
must. Must be a member of the Nevada
State Bar. Candidate Requirements:
State Bar of Nevada license, active and in
good standing; 1–5 years’ experience in
litigation; strong and persuasive written,
oral and presentation skills; excellent
research skills; demonstrated ability to
manage multiple priorities and deadlines;
ability to work under pressure
independently and as part of a team.
If interested in applying for this
position, please email your cover letter,
resume, salary history and self-edited
writing sample to our hiring partner
Ben Nicholson at ben.nicholson@
mccormickbarstow. All applications are
confidential.

SERVICES

OFFICE SPACE

LEGAL RESEARCH & WRITING
20+ years experience at the Nevada
Supreme Court, now available on a
freelance basis for research and writing
projects. Briefs, petitions, motions,
etc. tlindeman@appellatesolution.com
775-297-4877.

ONE
PERSON
L AW
OFFICE, Midtown (105 Mt. Rose St.)
Furnished, $750/mo, includes utilities,
parking. Available now. Call 324-6447
SHARE OFFICE SPACE:  Mostly
retired attorney looking for another
similarly situated to share my single office
at 63 Keystone Ave. Fully furnished.
Kitchen, conference room. Contact
Sherry. 775.323.1469 or attorney.sherry.
bowers@gmail.com.
The publication of any advertisement should
not be deemed as an endorsement by the
Washoe County Bar Association nor should any
previously published advertisement be considered
as precedent for future publication of the same or
similar content.

DIRECTORY CONFIRMATIONS WILL BE
EMAILED THIS YEAR!!
Keep an eye on your inbox

RETURN by June 30, 2020... YES, EVEN IF THE INFO IS RIGHT!

The listing below is your information as it will appear in the individual pages of the 2020-21 Directory.
We make every effort to print accurate information, but we cannot do that without your help.
Questions? 775.786.4494

CHECK ONE! rListing is correct rList with changes (Please correct empty fields) Sign or initial here
Name, Firm/Agency, Address

John Smith
444 Apple Way
Reno NV 89502

Phone/Fax/E-mail/WCBA membership/NV admit year, NV Bar #/Other States

(775) 424-2733
Fax # (775) 333-3333
jsmith@yahoo.com
NV 2001 #1111 CA 1983
WCBA Member? Yes, 1 free directory
Email to gina@wcbar.org or fax to 775.324.6116.
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